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An attempt has been made to classify and interpret various reversible chemical reactions of
graphite.

In many chemical reactions, graphite retains those properties which depend upon the covalent
carbon layers. These reactions can often be reversed by suitable changes in cánditions. Three
principal types of such reactions are knorvn: introduction of interstitial reactants into the
graphite lattice, introduction of substitutional reactants into the lattice, and reaction with
graphite surface atoms.

Compounds of graphite with boronareprobablysubstitutional compounds. Graphite contain-
ing lattice vacancies can also be thought of as a substitutional compouncl.

Nfost reactions of graphite lead to the formatior of interstitiel compounds. These are appar-
ently ah-ays either considerably better electric¿l conductors than graphite in which.ur" th"y
are acceptor or donor compounds, or they ¿re insulators. The insulating types of compounds
owe their stability to the formation of covalent bonds. Tlie other interstitial 

"o-pourrd* 
u.u

formed because the transfer of electrons between impurit¡, and graphite provides thá necessary
energv. This dependence of stability on ionization and the resultant pcculiar periodicity of
t,he compounds has been investigated.

Surface compounds of graphite have been studied by paramagnetic resonance techniques
and by the controlled oxidation of single cr¡rstals. Some of the surface atoms of graphite can be
stabilized under suitable conditions, the st¿biliz¿tion rcsults in unusual geometric figures at
the bu¡ned surfaces.

INTRODUCTION

Graphite reacts \\¡ith many different
chemical substances to form compounds
rvhich are quite similar in physical properties
to the original graphite. In these reactions,
the carbon skeleton of the graphite structure
remains unchanged, alld the chemical
reagent is added internally or peripherally to
the skeleton. The reactions can be classed
into three groups. The first class are surface

ry3.tion.1 _qrld in\¿!y-e- gnly- thc perip!¡e1al
su$a(re! of the graphite crystallites. The
lgqqrtd _d¿¡¡ ar_e intglqtltial reactions in
u 'h ieh the ( ,arbol l  skc leton is  reta ined hut  is
expalrded to accomodate the reactatrt. The
third class are substitution reactions in

* Based on work performed under the auspices
of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

Ihryb n ry-gll {tgclign of the carbon aroms
is--replaeed b¡r foreign aióm¡. 

* -'

This report I'ill describe some typical
examples of each class of reaction and their
effect on the physical properties of graphite.
Some attempts at predicting the reactivity
of various reagents on graphite .r,vill be
disrussed.

Among the most sensitive tests for
chemical reactir.ity in graphite are the
electrical properties. Chemical reactions
tnually alter the electrical properties con-
siderably because they affect the electron
pr.rpulation of the conduction bands. Thus
removal of eleetrons from the graphite
creates so-callefl positi\¡e holes, so that the
concentration of electrical carriers is in-
creased; addition of electrorrs also increases
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104 PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

this carrier concentrationi. Chemical im-
purities therefore usually increase the
electrical conductivity. They also decrease
the diamagnetism and the magneto re-
sistanc e. The el ec tri ca l_plap e{tJ_shAgSQF- A-ta
sufi cie¡rtlysens,itive!S--dgle-c-!-a-Uy-Che-lpi.c.a!-
reactionwhic!t-be!-q!-tp{9-d..-,tbg.---e-leS!tq{'-
garcQqlraüs]Il,.y qlgitt u hqnlr9d thousand'

SUBSTITUTIONAL COMPOUNDS

These compounds correspond to solid

solutions in metals. In semiconductors, N-

or P-type impurities are usually present as

substitutional impurities. In graphite, no

systematic search has as yet been con-

ducted for substitutional impurities. In

analogy r,vith Si or Ge, one would expect

nitrogen, phosphorus, antimony, aluminum,

boron, and perhaps also silicon and ger-

manium to enter substitutionally. The lack

of experimental evidence of such compounds

is probably due to the high temperature

required to obtain diffusion in graphite. At

these high temperatures, where impurities

can diffuse into graphite, the impurities

have such a high vapor pressure that they

react with the container material and do not

have a chance to enter into the graphite.

There exists some evidence that boron has

been substituted in the graphite lattice.

Heating graphite 'rvith boron compounds

usually lorvers the resistance. Figure 1 rvhich

has been redralvn from data published by

Griswald and others2 shows the electrical

resistance of carbon containing various

amounts of boron.
Another impurity rvhieh is almost certain

to enter the graphite structure under

appropriate conditions is the vacancy. J!
graphiie, is-,heateL-abave -!91ppgLA!UI9s-
ybglgS-"ll di.S-qsio¡ can occur in reasonablv
'Átr-Ñ 

iir"ér, u 
"otr."ttliutioii 

óT váCañiies will. - , . . . -
aqLo-lqq.!¡c-ally establiph itself - which- is

I  G. R. Hennig, J. Chem. Phys. 19' 922 (1951).
: Grisw-ald, Pfister, and van Roosbroeck, Bell

Sys tem Tech.  J .30 ,271 (1951) .

4  I  1 2  1 6  2 0

-  L o o  r  A r O M  R A f l 0  B / C

Frc. 1 The resistance of carbon containing boron

apprctrinat e-[¡r gi ven b¡1 lhe equatio-n3

l{ /No : n-t"'o' ,

rvhere the concentratiou of vacancies per

carbon atom is N/No, and the energY

content of a va.cancy is All. We can make a
guess at the magnitude of this energy

content. The energy required to remove a
carbon atom out of the lattice and place il,

on the surface is approximately equal to the
heat of sublimation. The heat of sublima-

tion is approximately 7.5 ev, thus the va-

cancy concentration at 3000'K is exp

l-7.5/0.251 or 10-13. This is by far too

small a concentration to be detected. Horv-

ever, we have neglected in this guess that

the vacancy rvill relax considerably. The

bonds of the atoms surrounding the va-

cancy will in all probability become

strengthened so that the energy content of

the vacancy rvill be lorvered. There is no

certain rvay to estimate this relaxation but

it is not unreasonable to expect that it

amounts to, say, 5 ev, so that the concen-

tration of vacancies at 3000'K becomes

exp 12.5/0.25| or 10-a. T-ic--co¡se-u,t&tien
s J. Bardeen, and C. Herring, Imperfections in

Nearly Perfect Crystals (Neu' York, 1952) p.265.

o.o0 l
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increasing the conductivity. The third
not yet conclusive. The vacancies can be claqs i¡-_e-rr,lire-ly-differe:at i4.9trqrg¡gt91..-He1g_

gL Jacanc-res_ q guld. p1ql2e,blv_. -be*de_tepkd if
thegr-aphitg.*c-an."be*s-q9Jed-.t-o-room.tempe¡-
e!q,"_jÉ1._i-e¡!_ly- "rs,p!dly, aq. t!gt- the high
_c 9l9q!*t¡4!!q4 ..".ot ..-.v-9,.c-?l gigr_. i.." froz en. in.
Kinchina has reported the production of
vacancies in graphite in this .way, although
rve have not been able to reproduce his
experiments at the temperatures he quoted
(2000"C). We ourselves have on occasion
quenched single crystals of graphite from
3000' by a rapid stream of helium and
found the electrical properties to have
changed. The experiments are, however,

andinclude_ggplo_u$:._9f_!lo-T.|lqr.Sh_lq.-
rine, fer* _ch!g1dg-_S!., ..f n. Jlese. .qg¡g;.
pounds,4ectronp--b+yg"F.g-q*"I"gg¡9v,.ed.i"1_o-,4g
the graphite and transferred to the im-

- i - - ; ' i T - . . . . : " - ' . .
purity. I'his transfer increases the elecürica-
i6ññlctivlty. It also causes the Hall coeffi-
cient to change sign, because the pre-
dominant carriers become positive holes.
Members of the second class of interstitial
compounds are donor type. In these, the
impurity transfers electrons to the graphite,
leaving the Hall coefficient negative, but

scribed earlier. Again we have to postulate longer flat but puckered, because the
a considerable relaxation around the va- caibón áto-s are now tetrahedral. There
cancy ,because rea r rangemen to f t hee lec - f f i * " i i " ¡ r " " ' y
tron distribution would be one aspect of !-"L"-"I-h, có,!ip,r"r,lds-.ai^ó i"*lat"^ 

""ásuch relaxation. lurlhe¡4qore are yellorv or white. Thus, the

detected only if they trap electrons or add the impurity has formed covalent bonds to
electrons to the conduction band thereby Tñ cartón'-átbm. Thil ,ul!gl!" tlg _g,i?p¡it.
a f f ec t i ng thee lec t r i ca lp rope r t i esasde- f f i i t ' ó_p iá lé . -=á i " - "o

In summary it can be stated that our third class of interÁtitial compounds can
knowledge concerning substitutional im- hardly be considered graphite compounds.
purities in graphite is still extremely limited. Another difference between the three classes
The most promising experiments have been is the fact that each reactant in the first
discussed. two classes can form essentially an infinite

rNTERSTrrraL coMpouNDS ou. lum.ber of different compounds, by enter-

GRAPHTTE rng rnto every rnterplanar space, or eyery
second interplanar space, every third, etc.

The interstitial compounds of graphite The third class of compounds appears to
are very well known, have been examined exist, only in the most concentrated forrn,
and described by a large number of investi- rvhich is often formed with explosive
gatorsb and nevertheless exhibit many violence.
prtzzling aspects. Table I lists the type of It was stated above that the interstitial
substances which enter into interstitial reactions apparently always disturb the
compound formation. Wg have su¡vqyp{&*- electron distribution of the carbon skeleto..
considerable number of such compounds It rvill be shown in the following sections
bUt-hát-e.- ,never found one" in which the that it is possible to attribute the formatron
glectron popullq-ol.g{ the parent graphite of the interstitial compounds to this elec_
bgql¡q!"-Ue-91 altered. The mannór in which tron transfer and to prediet the stability
the population is altered permits classifica- of various compounds from elementary
tion of the interstitial compounds. Membe*r_s considerations. Tie experimental confirma_
qt_-tbe*_{ry! clasp ?I9_ lgggpto-r_ .9T.p*9:* rion of rhis modet is still rarher incomplete;

4 G. H. Kinchin, proc. Roy. Soc.,4.21?,9 (1958). a number of 'observations will be citecl
6 H. L. Ri ley, Fuel 24, 8 (1945). rvhich apparently confirm the model, and a
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TABLE I

I nt er s ti. ti aI C ompo unds

Acceptors

Reagent Compound Compound

ferv contradictory cases rvill also be de-

scribed.

QUAI,ITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

The energy released in the transfer of

electrons betrveen reactant and graphite

d"peldl--9g-lttp--dif-erence-beiweeu'ihe-worL
_tUlg!g:r of graplrilg ald the ionizatior

p-qlgntj,?,I or electron affinity of the_reactant.
An additional contribution to the driving
force for reaction must be the electrostatic

interaction of the ions which are formed.

The charged impurity ions rvill repel one

another and attract the charges on the

carbon layers. Therefore the stability will

be increased if the impurity ions are sepa-

rated by a larger distance than the average

distance from impurity ion to the charge

canied by the carbon. If, norv-:ue-examine

the sto iehiomelrv of  some in lerst i t ia l  com-

pguuds,.¡ '9 f ind that inevitablv .g4ly.¡

,!ry,c,tjo*r1. qi. tl'" .i¡rrp".ti"tx .io-tt1z9¡¡. lhe 19pt
apparently serves as a $pacer to keep the

ións separated. The formulae for a ferv

óompounds have been listed in Table I.

tlsuaily each ion is accompanied by trvo

un-ionized impurities, although the ratio

appears smaller for some substances. Most

of the r.alues in the table l'ere determined
by measuring the Hall coefficients anc-

weights of these compounds. This require-

ment of a spacer betlveen the ions of the

impurity permits the introduction of many

c"- .K+.2K (?)

C"-'NH'+'29*¡¡'

substances6 into graphite rvhich do not
enter spontaneously. Alkali and alkaline
earth metals, for instance, form compounds
with graphite in the presence of ammonia,
because the l{He molecules fulfill this role
of spacers. AICI3 rvhich does not react b¡'
itself, will become the spacer if halogens
are also present, rvhich become ionized.

QUANTITATIYE CONSIDERATIONS

The energy of formation of interstitial
compounds can be calculated from a Born-
Haber type cycle rvhich will be described
for the graphite bromide compound. The
over-all reaction is

C"  *  áB rz (s ) 'C "+ .B r - . 3B r r .  ( 1 )

We refer to solid bromine as the standard
state. The symbol C, stands for graphite.

We split this reaction (1) into hypothetical
partial reactions (2) to (a).

C" * áBrz(s) * C"'úBr, ; E2 (2)

In the flrst step (2) rve separate the carbon
planes and insert un-ionized bromine mole-
cules. The change in energy, Zz, is prob-

ably small since it involves only van der
Waals terms.

6 M. Dzufus and G. R. Hennig, BulI.  Am. Phys.
Soc .29 ,  No.7  12  (1954) .

G. R. Hennig, J. Chem. Phys. 20, 1.138 (1952).

CI:
Brt
ICI
FeCl¡
sbcló
ucll
H¿SO,

c"+.cI- .3c1,
C"+ 'Br - '3Br :

C"+ .C l - .FeClz .3FeCl ¡

c"+.cl- .ucl3.3ucl4
g"+'g$Qr-'2HrSOr

K
Rb
Us
NHt
CH3NH2

Oz
Fz
S



The second partial reaction,

C"'áBrr -> C".Bi.3Brr ;
(3)

h:+D*u t ,
is the dissociation of one bromine molecule.
L¡r is the difference between the lattice
energy of bromine layers in graphite and
layers containing molecules and atoms in
graphite, and D is the heat of dissociation.

The third step, the transfer of an elec-
tron from graphite to the bromine atom,

C" 'Bi '3Br,  - -+ C,+ 'Br- '3Brz ;
E + : W - A

+ P - 2 A - U r * U z ,
(4)

requires the work function, IZ, of graphite
minus the electron affinity, ,4., of bromine
plus the electrostatic energy, P, which
should be strongly negative. [/2 is the
change in lattice energy other than electro-
static energy of replacing Brz by Br-.,It
should be noted that the work function of-graphite 

beeomes progressively larger'as the
:Std_!rylign - band is depleted, so that we
!a_ve !o add for each electron removed á
le-qm - A, the lowering of the Fermi energ¡r.

AH of reaction (1) should be the sum
of the individual Z¿ terms plus a (pu) term
which is small. The free energy is

aF : aH _ ?aS. (5)

The entropy change, AS, is probably small
because the reaction product is highly
ordered; thus the free energy change is
about equal to the sum of tbe E¡ terms. A
more useful value than AF is the partial
molar free energy AF per ion. This value
differs from AF only in the Fermi energy
terms; instead of containing >^, it only
counts the final, largest value of A:

A F : E z * L r z i t D
(6)

+w-A+P_A.

For donor compounds and for metal
halide compounds of graphite the expres-
sions for the partial molar free energy are

PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE COMPOUNDS

TABLE II
Energy Terms

C " + 3 K + C " - . K + . 2 K
i l P : - W + I + l E , * U z * p * t ¿ |

C " *  l B r g - C o + . B r - . 3 B r ¿
tF  :  W +  +D -  A  *  lE ,  I  Uz  *P -  a . l

C. + 4UCl4 - C"*.Cl-. u";6O,
tF : W + +D - A - Q * [Ez * U, + p - ^"]

ucl4(s) - ucl¡(s) + +cl,(s) + Q
' A : Dlectron Affinity; P : Electrostatic

Energy; A : Change in Fermi Level; Q : Heat
of Reaction; E¿ : Van der Waals Energy; U2 :
Change of Crystal Energy; I : Ionization poten-
tial; W : Work Function of Graphite.

somewhat different. The equations have
been summarized in Table II. The validity
of these equations will be examined by
trvo tests: the variation of stability with
chemical impurity, and the concentration
dependence of stability. For a series of
different acceptor compounds, or donor
compounds, the terms inside the .square
brackets (Table II) probably vary much
less than the other terms. Therefore, the
sum of these other terms should be a rough
index of the relative stability of the com-
pounds. Such a tabulation of various com-
pounds is sho.wn in Table III. The acceptor
and donor compoundsT are separately ar-
:3ngg4.-jllhe order of inereasing energy.

r r  ¡  , ' f  - 1  _ r - N @ .
1.e., . rn rng_predleted orctcl-_ot-_de!rea$!g
stahility. The acceptor compounds rvere
selected at random from a considerabl¡'
larger list of substances rvhich had been
examined by Croft.s

I-t i!. uplp"f-"-l-t.jl9rrr the table that the
cll:Ulqle4 Sleley" d¡ fri,reaggs Tffi ¿épffi rs
q{9-I9!--4--Leliable inde-r of compound sia-
!ili!y,- although thgy. appqar .!o. be correct
fo-r donor compounds. In the acceptor
compounds there is at most a trend of
decreasing reactivity rvith increasing energy

ro7

7Nf. A. Herold, Compt. rend. 2Bl, 888, 1481
(1951) .

8 R. C. Croft,  Nature 172,725 (1958).
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TABLE III

Stability of Lamellar ComPound,s

Probable Compound w + r D - A -Acceptor

Qlt
Br,
SO,Ch
sbcIs
ccl4
AuCl¡
I:
PCls
FeCls
TICIs
CuCls
SnCl¿
HgCIr
sbcls
CurCh
SiCI4
ucl4
CrCIa
InCl¡
Pbcl,
cdcl,
MgClz
BaCl¡

C"+Cl- '(Cl,)-
C"+Br-.(Brz)*
C 

"+CI-' áSO'' (SOrClr)-
c "+cI-. +sbcl3. (sbcl5)-
C"+CI- '+C'(CClr)*
C"+Cl-. áAuCl. (AuOls) *
c "+r - . ( I2 ) -
C"+Cl- 'áPCIa'GCl5)*
C 

"+Cl-. 
FeClz' (FeOls)-

C"+Cl-' áTlCl' (TICls)-
C 

"+Cl-. *CurCl, (CuCl:)-
C"+Cl-. áSnClr. (SnCla)*
C"+Cl-.HgCl. (HgClz)*
C"+Cl- '+Sb'(SbCIa)-
C"+Cl-.Cu.(Curoh)-
C"+Cl- '+Si '  (SiCl4)-
C"+Cl- 'UCIB'(UCl4)-
C"+Cl-. CrClz'  (CrCI¡)-
C 

"+CI-. 
InClr' (InCI¿) ̂

c"+cI-.+Pb.(Pbcb)-
C"+Cl-'+Cd'(CdCL)*
C"+Cl-.*Mg.(MgCb)-
C"+Cl-.BaCl'  (BaClz)-

+2.06
+2.18
+2. r9
+2.27
)-t 29,

+2.36
+2.45
+2.5r
+2.54
+2.61
+2.74
+2.76
+2.77
+3.25
- l -  ó . ó t

+3.54
+3.57
t ó ,  oo

+3.73
+3.78
+3.94
+5.26
+5.99

- W + I

-0 .69
-0 .40
-0.24
+0.56
+0.80

-r

+

+

;

+
+
+
-r

i
*

Probable Compound UzLarge

Cs
Rb
K
Na
Li

C"-Cs+'Cs-
c"-Rb+.Rb*
C;K+.K-
Co-Na+'Na*
C;Li+.Li-

+
-f

i

index, but there appear to be numerous
exceptions. We must conclude therefore,
that the terms inside the square brackets of
Table II do not remain constant for differ-
ent acceptors. Since Z2 is probably small
and A can hardly be affected much by the
impurities, one must conclude that the
jleqtrostatic etgrt$y, fr is gqitp -Lqggi"trJe
to the-uizegt_llf"_ inpyrity aglecyle¡ and
p¡ebebb "tq" F-:ü-"- -i,S".e".-iüe a*lsetra
constant qf ._tlfe-impurity .laller.

The term [/z which measures the energy

of introducing a reduced or oxidized species

into a crystal lattice, 'rvill probably be

small when the parent and reduced species

are iscmorphic but may be quite large, for

instance, for a lattice of CCI¿ containing

some carbon, or MgCl2 containing Mg. The
substances forwhich Uz carr be anticipated
to be large have been marked with an
asterisk in column 5 of Table III, and
should lie lower in the table than indicated.
This improves the agreement between
measured and predicted stability consider-
ably.

The experimentally determined reac-

tivities in column 4 of Table III are also
open to some doubt. IJnfortunately, no

sydtematic study of relative stabilities or

concentrations are available. The measure-
ments of Croft8 may be biased because

excess chlorine had apparently not been
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most con vtnien tly measlñf$lfl-g ;S!8"
librium .y?por.p-{gqp9lq of th9-!.rTrpuritf,. aye¡.

excluded in some of the reactions tested, so
that some of the compounds may merely
have acted as spacers in chloride compounds
as discussed earlier.

A second test of the equation of Table II
is the concentration dependence of the
stability. The_ rgncentration dependence is

!,bf iU.rn.y?por.p-{9qpulqoIth9_l.rTrpurrtrX.QyeI
!!g g;aphitg qq¡qpqund. This pressure, p, is
related to the equilibrium pressure, p0,
of unreacted impurity at the temperature
T and the free energy of the impurity at
pressure p by

F :  R T l n p / p o + O , (7)

rvhere terms in O are Jsually small as long
as 7 does not exceed the boiling point. This
free energy, F', of the reactant in equilib-
rium with a graphite compound is propor-
tional to the partial molar free energy, AF.
It is, in fact, related to the AF of a reaetion
written schematically as,

(8)
or C'-R,J,

by

AF : mF = mRT tn (p/po). (9)

This dependence of free energy on concen-
tration has been plotted in Figs. 2 and 3
for two graphite compounds. The value of
m is $ for the bromide and unknown for

o . l
o.2

o.3 lt
I

0.4

o . 5

o.o01
o  2 0  o o , o o u J * 7 a u o  r o o  t 2 o

Frc. 3. Free energy of potassium graphite

the potassium compound, for which it was
assumed to be 3. The partial molar free
energy can also be determined from elec-
trode potentials for some graphite com-
pounds. The electrode potential which is a
direct measure of ¿F in units of ea, has
been plotted in Fig. 4 for the graphite
bisulfate compound C"+HSO4-.2H2SO4.
The free energies of the bisulfate and the
potassium compounds show a character-
istic structure; it becomes nearly constant
in the vicinity of ordered compounds, in-
dicated in the graphs by Roman numerals.
(In a compound III, f.i., three carbon
layers alternate with one impurity layer.)
The data for the bromine compounde are
not sufficiently precise to show such struc-
ture. Aside from this structure, the curves
show a free energy change from extreme
dilution up to a compound of stage II of
0.2 ev for the bromide, 0.3 ev for the potas-
sium and 0.4 ev for the bisulfate compound.
From the equations of Table If , these
values must be due to changes in the terms
inside the square brackets, because the
terms outside the brackets are concentra-
tion independent. The term Ez inside the
brackets is also concentration independent.

e Juza, Lübbe, and Heinlein, Z. anorg. Chem.
268, 104 (1949)a

9"

E  O . O l

C " * m R

- CrtR,.-

3

o ' l o '
I

o. r

o 2.o 4.o 6.0 a.o ro.o

tOO I  A tz /C

Frc.2. Free energy of graphite bromide
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E A U r v a L E N r S  É s o ¡ / c

Frc. 4. Frce energy of graphite bisulfate

o . 4

o-  -5  o  s  
. l?* . r , ' " t , ,  

2o  25  30

Frc.5. Band structure (Coulson, Taylor)

The value of A, the increase in the Fermi

energy due to electron addition or removal,

is very difficult to evaluate. Figure 5 shows
an approximate contour of the electron
bands in graphite. This contour rvas eval-
uated by Coulsonl0 for a 3 dimensional
graphite structure. In the second stage
bisulfate compound, C¿3+HSO¡.2HzSO¿,
l/48 electrons have been removed; its
Fermi energy is therefore lorvered to E u ,
so that A is about -0.3 ev. For the bromide
of composition Cuu+3t-(Brr)r, the value of
A is about -0.2 ev. These values of A are
sufficient to explain nearly the total ob-
served concentration dependence (Fig. 2
and 3) of these compounds, and seem to
shorv that the electrostatic energy, P, is
concentration independent. Before discus-
sing P further, we have to note another

10 C. A. Coulson, and R. Taylor, Proc. Phys.
Soc .  A64,815 (1952) .

uncertainty in the A values, however. The
energy contours of Fig. 5 were evaluated
for pure graphite and may well be altered
by the introduction of impurities. In fact it
is very likely that a superlattice is formed;
this may cause the band to become split
into several bands, and cause the energy
contours to become sawtoothed.ll Thus the
density of states may be altered specifically
near concentrations corresponding to or-
dered compounds. The change in A with
concentration will then not be linear any-
more, but shorv abnormalities near ordered
compounds. This conclusion may qualita-
tively explain the rvriggles 'which were
found in the free energy curYes.

The electrostatic energy, P, has to be
examined next. We have already concluded
earlier that P cannot change much with
impurity concentration. To evaluate P rve
must know the charge distribution in the
compound. Four possible charge distribu-
tions have been represented in Fig. 6 for
an acceptor compound. The corresponding
electrostatic energies have been listed.
These values are crude approximations for
an infinitely large crystal of the compound,
where edge effects can be neglected. l{one
of these models can be correct, however,
because the energies of model A, B, and D
become infinitely large at lorv concentra-
tions (large ú), rvhile model C is a two
phase system which rvould show no con-
centration dependence of P or A and thus
no coneentration dependence of ¡F. It is
also uncertain rvhether the use of an aver-
&Be, concentration independent dielectric
constant, ft, is justified.

In both tests of the model discussec
here, the quantity -Bz was assumed small.
The neglect of this energy term may be a
rather serious approximation. Although the
van der Waals energy per carbon atom is
small, about 0.2 ev, and the difference be-
tween C ,C bonds and C-Br2 or

11 A. H. Wilson, The Theory of Metals (Cam-
bridge, 1953) p.41.



PROPERTIES OF GRAPHITE COMPOUNDS 1 1 1

ECTROSTATIC ENERGY
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Fro. 6. The electrostatic energ.y

C-H2SO4 bonds probably even smaller,
this energy per carbon atom is counted r¿
times lvhere ¿ is the ratio of carbon atoms
to ions in the stage 1 compound. The
value rz per ion introduced is 24 for the
bisulfate and probably for most of the
other impurities. That this energy is by no
means negligible is indicated by the type
of packing observed in those compounds
for which the arrangement of molecules in
the impurity layers is knorvn. These mole-
cules are usually not close packed, but
seem to prefer to lie on points of the carbor,
lattice. This effect is probably also re-
sponsible for the replacement of ABAR
stacking of pure graphite by A-A-A
stacking of the carbon planes in some of
the lamellar compounds. On the other
hand, an evaluation of. Ez for the various
compounds listed rvould present great
difficulties. Also related to the quantity .82
is probably the observation that in several
compounds, i.e., the FeCl3,12 K,13 Brrtu
compounds, the density of the impurity in
the interlamellar space abruptly changes
between the first and the second stage.

fn summation, it might be said that the
calculation of free enersies from an electib-

#:-*l--

12 J. A. Barker and R. C. Croft,  Austral i¿ J. of
Chem. 6, 302 (1953).

13 W. Rudorff and E. Schulze, Z. anorg. tt.
r l lgem. Chem.277, 156 (1954).

la J. Mering, private communication.
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Frc. 7. Graphite surfaces

static model of lamellar qqmpgg1r'd,S._hgp-Loj

ffirñh;A:-S;;"
ffi-trends 

have been predicted, but the main
obstacle is the necessity of an electrostatic
energy whieh differs for different com-
pounds having the same ion concentration
but different chemistry, and which is
rather concentration independent. It should
bg emphasized that the calculations as-
sgmed g-|ryI"y ionie eharacter of the lamel-

]a1 compounds. An experiment has recently
come to the author's attention,ls in which
the formation of a lamellar compound be-
tween graphite and aluminum chloride has
been accomplished, without the addition of
free halogen which could act as an electron
acceptor. It 'will be extremely interesting
to measure the Hall coefficients of the com-
pound. If such a compound exhibits P-
type behavior, it is difficult to see how it
could be a truly ionic compound, and its
existence rvould cast doubt on any electro-
static model of lamellar compounds.

Recent attempts in our laboratory to re-
peat these syntheses have not been success-
ful. We found instead that graphite com-
pounds containing AICI inevitably also
contained excess haloqen or other electron
acceptors.

SURFACE COMPOIINDS

To understand the surface compounds of
graphite, the structure of clean graphite

15 R. C. Croft,  J. Appl. Chem. (London) 2, 557
(1e52).

W. Rudorff and R. Zeller, Z. anorg. u. allgem.
Chem. 279, 182 (1955) .
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ttz PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCES ON CARBON

surfaces has to be understood. The plana!:

surfaces perpendicular to the c axis (also

fa,ces of low chemicü-pc.llyily--"bgggsg

!hey---¡ui1l.--bopd foreigt. !_upptg,"4c-9q, wilh

-o¡rfy-" ¡'an d-91 Wgals forcgs. Even these
surfaces can, however, adsorb as work by

Ruess and Vogtls has shown. Jhe e{ge

4!o¡ori-i-f-. ..the . ca,1b..gn planes are expected
to be more active beiáüse 

-of-ihéir 
residual

y-4-lgnce bonds. 
'fhe preferred orientation of

the surfaces formed by these edge atoms
has been determined by Palachi.lT The

most perfect single crystals of graphite

have rvel l  developed l l0Tl l  and f l0T2)
surfaces and rveak t10T0l planes, rvhile
t Í2il planes are subordinate. Translated

into a chemists language this means that

the edge atoms of a given carbon plane

appear to prefer the arrangement A (Fig. 7)
over the arrangement B (referred to in the
follorving as zígzag and armchair surfaces).
It is of interest x'hether this preferred

surface structure remains the more stable

one during oxidation in various chemical
agents. When a clean crystal is burned, the

edge structure is usually obliterated, planes
parallel to the c axis, ho'wever, appear to
remain shiny and unaltered. If the crystals
are not perfectly clean, one observes holes

or pits burned into the flat planes; these
holes are often perfect hexagons. The

orientation of these hexagons depends upon
the burning gases. I have conducted some
preliminary investigation on this orienta-
tion. The crystals were touched with the
finger to introduce the required catalytic
impurity. They were burned in air to in-
troduce pits and holes. The impurity was

then removed by heating in chlorine at
1100'C. That this treatment was sufficient
was sho'lvn by heating new, impure crystals
first in chlorine and then in air. No pits or
holes appeared in these crystals. The

16 G. Ruess and F. Vogt, Monatshefte f . Chem.
78,222 (1949).

r? C. Palache, American Mineralogist 27, 709
(1941) .

hexagons produced by the catalytic im-
purities 'lvere nearly always abnormal, i.e.,
their surfaces were bounded by (Ilzi)
planes or "armchair" surfaces. Subsequent
burning in air or water vapor caused the
hexagons to become rounded off. Burning
in pure COz caused rotation of the hexagon
to the normal orientation, i.e. (10Ti) sur-
faces or "zigzag" structure. Burning in
COz containing chlorine or HCI or CCI¿ re-
tained the abnormal armchair structure.

Although more experimental evidence on
other burning gases and varied conditions
are required, it is tempting to postulate
that the abnormal, armchair structure
occurs only when it is protected by a
bridging surface compound, drawn in C
(Fig. 7) as an adsorbed phosgene molecule.
This postulate agrees with the observation
that chlorine compounds considerably in-
hibit burning in COz. The abnormal
orientation of the hexagons during catalytic
burning cannot be explained by this postu-
late.

Information about the structure of
cñpñlG-;irrf;ce eompounds has been ob-

i  ¡  
-  

; :  "

talnedlromparamagn_e_t¡q,re$anAnce_S_tflgler:
Aqpointed out,eq4iqr,.lhe" peripheralatoms
of cle¡n graphite--€ryüt-plli!9s* r-n¡r,st- "l.r-g,ve
f ree-yaleLcp- .bpld q . ag3-g:L -t"hsr.ef.0re-...-be
exnected to he nanamagngtlc* This para-
magnetism can best be demonstrated by
paramagnetic reson&nce absorption tech-
niques because these are *no!_*llE"{ ¡V
jbe-brye drannagnetism- of,. the gr-aphile
conduction electrons. The formation of
surface compounds by peripheral atoms
can be expected to alter or annihilate their
paramagnetism. These studies have been
carried out jointly by Dr. B. Smaller and
the author, and are described in the at-
tached note which has been submitted for
publication elsewhere.

In conclusion I wish to emphasize that
many of the speculations in this report are
preliminary theorems only, which await
further experiment for confirmation or
rejection.


